AAP and Do No Harm Quiz for FSS Workshop

1. A child headed household can't access WFP assistance due to absence of guardian and not being updated in database. What should we do?
   a. Tell them that guardians must need to be present to get assistance.
   b. As they are not updated in database, so we won’t heed their concern.
   c. Link with child protection actors.
   d. None
   (Ans is c)

2. We should immediately refer the case to Majhi when spouses or family members are arguing over the WFP rations and there is no presence of protection actors in the camp.
   a. Yes
   b. No
   (Ans is b)

3. Though WFP assistance is free but in some cases such as when porters need to walk long distance then asking money from beneficiary is okay.
   a. True
   b. False
   (Ans is b)

4. A male headed HH with disability issues says that his vulnerability isn’t highlighted in UNHCR database, so he isn’t getting porter support. What should we do?
   a. Since his problem isn’t highlighted in database so we can’t really do anything.
   b. Provision of porter support should not be rigid, so we can support this HH with porter support until the Alternate collector is assigned.
   C. Both
   (Ans is b)

5. Personal data of volunteers leaked to 3rd parties is potential-
   a. Safety risk
   b. Integrity risk
   c. No risk at all
   (Ans is a)

6. When we come across a GBV survivor we must make referral even if consent is not obtained.
   a. Yes
   b. No
   (Ans is b)
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2. We should immediately refer the case to Majhi when spouses or family members are arguing over the WFP rations and there is no presence of protection actors in the camp.

   a. Yes  
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   b. No  
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3. When we come across a GBV survivor we must make referral even if consent is not obtained.

   a. Yes  
      19% (4)
   b. No  
   c. 80% (17)
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